NCRC in the Spring Time

Spring is in full swing at NCRC! Our 2nd year of perennial flowers have started to bloom and there are new trees and vegetation being planted along Plymouth Rd this week!

The courtyards are now open for everyone as well. Benches, chairs and tables have been placed outside for those wishing to take a break outside, host a small meeting or enjoy their lunch.

Spring is also a great time to take An Exercise in Art, the outside sculpture walking tour!

Facilities

- NCRC Parking Structure Maintenance
  - Top Level
- Portion of NCRC East Connector Road
  - Closed
- New Video: U-M Preparedness - Severe Weather

Click here to view all NCRC Notifications & Updates

Events

- 5/7 - VA CCMR Partnerships in Implementation and Evaluation (PIE) Lab
- 5/13 - Collaborating Across Disciplines
- 5/16 - CBSSM Seminar
- 5/20 - NCRC Site Orientation
- 5/29 - Produce Day

Announcements

- NCRC Employee Art Exhibition
- Take Your Child To Work Day Photos
- Flavors Breakfast & Lunch Catering

Reminders

- Where to park your bicycle at NCRC
- Message from Sgt. Pat Alessi: Bicycle Security & Safety
- Nesting Ducks and Geese
- Art Exhibition: Inspired by Science

Click here to view more Reminders
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